30 April 2014

To the Old Boys’ Union,

On behalf of the summer sports captains we would like to formally thank the Old Boys’ Union for supporting us this season. It is through your support that the Firsts teams were able to have their uniforms paid for. The generous donations and the seamless organisation that goes into providing those uniforms doesn’t go unnoticed and is greatly appreciated. It is a beautiful tradition of having distinct uniforms for the first teams within Scots and the wider GPS. By having the gold ‘zoot suits’ or the gold swimmers it provides the athletes with something tangible to strive for. The uniform becomes sacred, desired and respected, which ultimately drives people to push beyond that barrier so that they can claim that gold cap at the end of the season.

Once again thankyou for supporting the summer sports this year from all of the sports captains:

- Rowing: Barney Swan
- Water polo: Simon Johnston
- Tennis: Nick Freeman
- Basketball: Brock Dries
- Riffle shooting: Jock Bush
- Sailing: Colin Suvak
- Swimming: Reece Shannon-Purcell
- Cricket: Henry Thornton